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I. The Phenomenological Approach: an Ino .... tiil ... 

DERMOT MOM.N* 

University College Dublin & Northwestern Unp.~ 

Ireland 

Phenomenology emerged at the end of the nineteenth century in the 
Franz Brentano (1838-1917) and his student Edmund Husser! (1859-1938) as a 
unprejudiced way of approaching and describing human conscious experiences. It Im'f 

be characterised initially, very broadly, as a practice of attending to matters that ma~ 

themselves to us ('phenomena' in the widest sense of the word). Phenomenology tI"ies 

to develop a careful method for observing these phenomena-of whatever kind-aiming 

to get an unprejudiced, descriptive account of them, alert to the precise manner in 

which meaning emerges or is made manifest in the experience of these phenomena. 

Phenomenology aims to describe whatever appears to consciousness precisely in the 

manner in which it so appears without the imposition of theorizing or as..<;umptions 

drawn from one's background, religious assumptions, scientific education, or whatever. 

Phenomenology is a discipline, therefore, that tries to be extremely sensitive to the 

,,-arieties of ways in which meaning presents itself to us as subjects open to the disclosure 

of meaning. There is a double.-sidedness to phenomenological viewing. There is, on the 

one hand, the object meant or intended and, on the other hand, the act of meaning 

or intending, and an act that furthermore does not arise on its own but belongs to the 

entire life of an ego or subjectivity. Traditional philosophy has tended to be objectivist or 

subjectivist and have rarely sought to give credit to aU sides of this complex correlation. 

Originally, the aim of phenomenology as a philosophical approach was to make 

philosophy rigorously scientific, overcoming traditional factionalism, replacing 

groundless speculation and theorizing with genuine scientific description, and 

thereby overcoming the perennial dangers of scepticism and relativism. Brentano's 

proposed reform of philosophy inspired Husserl to develop phenomenology as 

the method for transforming our approach not just to philosophy but to all the 

sciences. In Husserl's view, philosophy had failed to make progress in the solution 

of these problems because it has not developed a dear scientific method. Traditional 

philosophy (and in his day, the legacy of Hegelian philosophy) had been pursued 

in an uncritical, speculative manner. Philosophical principles and concepts had 

* dermot.moran@ucd.ie 
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more or less at random. Discussions concerning the nature of 

'OC the ffiO\-emem of absolute spirit in history might be offered as examples 

of traditional speculation. Husser! wanted to distance himself from all 

[!Jsbs;peculation. He regarded it as 'groundless', by which it meant that it was not 

in '\\nar was actually given in our experience. Phenomenology, then, had to 

<i',,:~te1y eschew all forms of speculation. As Husser! writes in his Introduction 
Logiazllnvestigations (1900/1901), 

&:Meanings inspired only by remote, confused, inauthentic intuitions - i(by any 

intuitions at all- arc not enough: we must go back to the 'things themselves',"l 

This phrase 'back to the things themselves', frequently found in Hussed's work, 

soon became the catch--cry of the phenomenological movement. 

Through Husserl, phenomenology quickly acquired the status of a reform 

mCI\;-ement in philosophy first in Germany and then across Europe in the first half of 

the t\\--entieth century, arriving in America around the mid century. In Europe, after 

around 1960, phenomenology began gradually to be displaced by other movements, 

first existentialism (which led to the new hybrid existential phenomenology), but 

also neo-Marxism, structuralism, semiotics, postmodernism and deconstruction, all 

of 'which in one way or another challenged phenomenology's preoccupation with 

subjectivity. In the Anglophone world, on the other hand, phenomenology was 

largely ignored by analytic philosophy and by linguistic philosophy. Nevertheless, 

in recent times, phenomenology has once again attracted interest because of its 

:strong defence of the ineliminability of subjectivity and its detailed analyses of 

,tile srructures of conscious life and of the 'life~world', the ordinary, everyday pre
scientific world we inhabit. 

As it originally emerged in Germany, interest in phenomenology was more or 

confined to academic philosophy, an attempt to gain new insights and new 

of approach into traditional, intractable philosophical problems. But it was 

up and adapted by other disciplines in the social and human sciences 

}-. ps}mology, psychiatry, psychoanalysis, sociology, literary theory, art criticism, 

srudies, religious studies, and more recently, film theory, gender studies, 

Hlli..~ Logical Inn:-.Iu'gations, 2 Volumes, trans. J.N. Findlay with a Preface by 

~ edited \\irh a new Introduction by Dermot Moran (London/New York: 
I p. 165. 
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and studies concerned with human embodiment), because it "il"aS< ~-_ 

fresh approach to problems and able to offer a subtle and sophi.qj.cttod n"""...,"" .... 0) 

the kinds of meaning that emerged in these disciplines.~ 

While the Moravian philosopher Edmund Husserl may be considered-the_ 

founder of phenomenology as a method and a movement, he inherited both the~ 
and the initial practice of the method from his teacher Franz Breorano,. 

the acknowledged founders of modern experimental psychology, and an acrn.x'dlie, 

of what he first called 'descriptive psychology', but somewhat later renamed <1l$ 

'phenomenology'. 3 Brentano may have borrowed the term from the Neo-K.an~ 
and Neo-Hegclians of his day but in his lectures and books he gave it a new ~ 

phenomenology describes how conscious states and acts are experienced from the 

perspective of the person undergoing or performing them. 

In 1874, Brentano published the first edition of his PsychoLogy from an Empir~ 
Standpoint.4 This groundbreaking work of 'empirical psychology' appeared in the 

same year as Wilhelm Wundt' s Principles of PhysioLogical Psychology, and both \\urh

are now regarded as foundational for the (then novel) discipline of empiric::al 

psychology.s Brentano wanted to rescue philosophy (which he regarded as a 

hopelessly confused mess of competing ideas and trends) and make it scientific 

by basing it on a well grounded and clarified psychology. Philosophy and the

human sciences generally depend on judgements and reasoning that assume 

a certain understanding of the structure of our psychic lives, but unless trus 

2 For an interesting discussion of the different phases of phenomenology see Lc..<;tet Em~_ 
J. N. Mohaney, 'Introduction', in L. Embree et aL, eds., Encyclopedia of Phenomenology (~ 
Kluwer, 1997), pp. 1-10. 

.1 Of course, the term 'phenomenology' was already in existence since the eighteenth~' 
and appears in J. H. Lambert (as the 'doctrine of appearance'), in Kant, Herder, Fichu', an.:!~-$ 
famously in thetitleofHegcl's Phenomcno!og)' of Spirit (1807). For Lambert and Kant, ph~~ 
involved distinguishing 'appearance' from truth, for instance, working out h{>\\' an ~"~ 
appear in different ways according to the la\vs of optics or the laws govemi~ rd~~-e 
Hegel's concept of phenomenology includes these earlier meanings bur a1:-o k'eS it z;. the 
of the experience of consciousness', including the various forms through whi...-h 
develops in history. For a brief account of the meanings of the term 'rhenomt"n>1 

see the entry 'Phenomenology' in Michael Inwood, A Hegd Dictionary (Oxf-0T'd~ 

pp.214-16. 
4 Brentano, PsycilO!Og)' from the Eml!irica! Standpoim, trans. Ant{)$ C. RA.-"c-~ 

and Linda McAlister, reprinted with a new preface by Peter Simon>' (L:~.!C::, ~ 
hereafter 'PES' and page number of the English translation. 

S W. Wundt, Principles of Physiological Psycho!o.~·. trnn.~bred fn:m:, ~' 
Titchener (London: Sonnenshein, 1902). 



structure is first delineated, it is not likely that the human sciences can advance 
scientifically. 

In PS)'chology from an Empirical Standpoint, Brentano contrasted empirical or 

'descriptive' psychology with a more physiologically-based approach psychology 

(which he called 'genetic' psychology). By descriptive psychology, he understood an 

absolutely certain ('apodictic') descriptive science of all the elements of our mental 

life and their necessary structural interconnections. Brentano believed that 'in spite 

of the great diversity of [mental] phenomena, the number of fundamental classes is 
very limited' (PES 45). Brentano proclaimed: 

"Just as the chemist separates the constituent elements of a compound, it seems 

that the psychologist, too, should try to separate out the elementary phenomena 
that make up the more complex phenomena" (PES 46). 

In fact, he believed that there were only three fundamental classes of mental 

phenomena which he called 'presentations', 'judgements' and 'phenomena of love 

and hate'. All other mental experiences no matter how complex were composed on 
these three fundamental classes. 

In Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint Brentano went on to make a 

fundamental distinction between 'psychical' or mental phenomena and what he 

somewhat confusingly called 'physical' phenomena. He maintained we had direct 

access ro 'mental phenomena' in so far as they are directly apprehended by us just 

as they are. What he had in mind was that so called 'physical' phenomena such as 

light and heat (nota bene: as we experience them) do not exist at all in any form similar 

to the manner we apprehend them, whereas when I have a thought or feeling or 

wish, it is exactly as it appears to me. For this reason, Brentano believed that, in 

a certain sense, psychology was more exact than physics. For him, the domain of 

psychical phenomena possessed 'actual existence', whereas the domain of physical 

phenomena had merely phenomenal existence. In other words, we can be sure that 

the way we feel heat is a precise transparent manifesting of what a feeling of heat 

is like, but we cannot be sure that the heat felt is anything remotely like its cause 

(whatever that might be in the external physical world). Following Descartes and 

the modern scientific tradition generally, Brentano held that we only had indirect 
access to the bodies in the external world, and, like the physicist and philosopher 

Ernst Mach, he believed that we infer what the real world is like based on our 
sensory experiences which are caused by that world which is unknown in itself. 

In contrast to our experience of these 'physical phenomena', we are in direct 

contact with our mental states: 'our mental phenomena are the things which are 
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most our own' (PES 20). Furthermore, our mental acts are exactly as they appear 

to be (PES 20), Brentano maintains, paraphrasing the Irish philosopher George 

Berkeley, their esse or 'to be' is percipi, 'to be perceived'. Because these mental or 

psychic acts can be grasped immediately with absolute certainty, Brentano says 

they are given with Evidenz {self-evidence}. We can make real discoveries about the 

nature of the mental which have the status of a priori universal laws though they are 

grasped with insight on the basis of even a single instance. Evidence, furthermore, 

is not to be equated with a psychological intensity or force of conviction, a mere 

feeling, rather, evidence is the direct grasp of something as it presents itself to be. 

This conception of the direct evidential givenness of oUT mental life to us was crucial 

for Husserl in his development of phenomenology. 
Brentano proposed to describe our mental phenomena through a kind of close 

reflective inspection which he called, perhaps misleadingly, 'inner perception' 

and which he contrasted with traditional introspection (which he called 'inner 

observation'). Brentano and later Husserl were both suspicious of introspection as a 

reliable method in psychology (Wundt was a champion of the introspective method). 

Both recognised that it is not really possible to observe a particular mental state 

while occupying it at the same time. The attempt to introspect one's anger while 

one is angry is likely to lead to dissipation of the anger itself. It is therefore a mistake 

(albeit one very commonly made) to assume that phenomenology advocates a kind 

of introspectionist approach to one's conscious experiences. It is better to construe 
phenomenology as involving a kind of careful and self..conscious reflection carried 

out according to a very strict procedure. 
Brentano, following Descartes, took the evidence of this inner perception to 

be completely reliable. As is well known, Descartes had revolutionised modern 

philosophy by arguing that our first-person conscious experiences in their actual 

execution are immune to philosophical scepticism of even the most radical kind. 

Even if I am doubtful about everything, even whether I have an actual body or even 

that the world is real at all, I cannot doubt that I am in fact experiencing doubt. 

To doubt that one is doubting is still to doubt. This means that, taken strictly, our 

mental experiences are given to us with apodictic certainty, at least at the very time 

we perform them (although of course, it is rather difficult to be precise about what 

exactly in given with this self-evidence). Indeed, Descartes generalised from this 
claim to the view that an conscious experiences, at least while being performed or 

occurrent, are indubitable. His famous expression, cogiro ergo sum, I think therefore 

I am, is constantly used by Brentano and Husserl to indicate this kind of apodictic 

self-givenness of conscious acts. No external evidence of any kind can ever shake the 

security of my knowledge of my own experience. 



~~ the cogiro ergo sum was to be the Archimedean point on which he 

ziad to construct the whole of science (including the physical sciences) anew. It 

_~samething of an irony that his effort to secure scientific knowledge should lead 

being fuunded on one's own personal, subjective experience. Both Brentano 

,'<,:':'.,'HusserI seized on Descartes' discovery and saw it as a starting point for an 

":''-''~ nev: science, a science of the experience of consciousness, a genuine science of 

:i::,~l:ilJ. which describes things as they appear in the manner that they appear to 

:c.::~'-:'~_~usness, and a science wherein the evidence available would meet the highest 

standards for any evidence, namely absolute indubitability or 'apodicticity'. For 

instance, Husserl writes of evidence in his Cartesian Meditations: 

"Evidence is in an extremely broad sense, an "experiencing" of something that is, and 

is thus; it is precisely a mental seeing of something itself'.(' 

Husserl goes on to argue that Descartes' insight can be reformulated as the 

-recognition that science needs absolutely grounded inSights, and a radical science 

cannot simply accept apparent evidence. In this regard, he proposes, following on from 

Descartes' doubt, a 'radical overthrow' in which the very world itself is not accepted 

as existing but is treated as an 'acceptance phenomenon'. We shall return to what this 

means, but, for Husserl, this altering of regard with respect the world and its existence 

is the very beginning of the philosophical attitude. Ultimately, for Husserl, this new 

attitude will reveal that aU meaning, validity and being are actually the product of a 

certain constitution which arises from I myself as some kind of 'pure ego'. With H usserl, 

then, phenomenology moved very quickly into the realm of transcendental idealism. 

Of course, Brentano himself conceded that the apodictic knowledge yielded 

by inner perception was quite restricted, specifically to my own acts and then only 

when they are attended to properly and more or less immediately after their actual 

occurrence (since, as he recognised, memory is notoriously unreliable). The further 

something fades into the past, the more room there is for misperception and error. 

Brentano also maintained, incidentally, that I have direct access only to m)' O1A'n 

thoughts (PES 92), whereas I have only indirect awareness of the inner perceptions 

of others (PES 37). Husser! too will see this as a distinctive feature of our experience 

of others as others. I can never have authentic or genuine first-person experience 

of 3n)Unc else's immediately given first-person experiences, rather these are given 

through what Husser! called 'empathy' (Einfuhlung). 

Hussed. Canesian Meditations, trans. D. Cairns (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1967), § 5, p. 12. 
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Brentano himself believed in developing a refined way of perceh.-ing- cm-~ 
experiences and his descriptive psychology placed a great emphasiS on accu-ntt-d
perception. For instance, when 1 look up at the bright dazzling glare or !he: ne:..."'1G 

ceiling light above my table, I experience both a sense of being dazzled and atmost" 

a kind of pain in my eyes from the glare. Brentano would reflect carefuHy -as ro

whether these were twO aspects of the same visual experience or whether th~·"\\--ere 
two separate experiences (visual sensation oflight and sensation of pain) happenIng 

to occur together. Similarly, if 1 cut myself with a sharp blade, do I feel the knife! 

Or only myself being cut? Or do 1 feel at the same time the sharpness of the blade? 

As Brentano writes: 

"If we hear a pleasing and mild sound or a shrill one, harmonious chord OT 

a dissonance, it would not occur to anyone to identify the sound with the 

accompanying feeling of pleasure or pain. But then in cases where a feeling of 

pain or pleasure is aroused in us by a cut, a burn, or a tickle, we must distinguish 
in the same way between a physical phenomenon, which appears as the object of 

external perception, and the mental phenomenon of feeling, which accompanies 

its appearance, even though in this case the superficial observer is inclined to 

confuse them." (PES 83) 

In his discussion of these kinds of complex psychological event, Brenta
no 

often introduces clements from physiological science (he claims that the same 

nerves transmit both types of sensation), which tends to somewhat confuse his 

descriptive psychology with evidence drawn from phySiology, but Husserl '\\-"Ould 
be more careful in this regard to keep the realm of phenomenological description 

uncontaminated by scientific assumptions. Nevertheless, one can see clearly that 
the practice of Brentanian descriptive psychology would produce a very refined Ol" 

fine-grained way of approaching one's own experiences. A wine-taster. for im·tanee. 

who has learned to discriminate accurately many different aspects of the ta...<>te of 
wines, and has also developed a system for describing them in words and cla...~i:ng' 
them (when was the last time you ate oak, for instance? And yet wine is d~, 
as 'oaky'), is a kind of phenomenologist in practice. One can see the ~::~ 
phenomenological description for medical diagnoses, e.g. the correct: 

of symptoms, and so on. One can also see that literature is a vast reposlWC:'! 

phenomenological description and disambiguation, e.g. consider the 
of jealousy, possessiveness, envy, and so on, in Shakespeare. Of course.. 

make fine discriminations (as in the case of the profes...<;ional ui~ 
matched with an equal ability to translate these discrimina~ 



~isric communication. Husserl himself recognised this problem but 

~i- address it centrally at least until some of his later writings, for instance 

"On the Origin of Geometry' where he accord to written language an 

~ important role in fixing the meanings of ideal objectivities such as 

mathematics so that they can be accessed as the same over and over again. 

m::Jleidegger, however, the issue of language became inescapable and marked a 

in his conception of phenomenology and its possibilities. Subsequent 

'L1:'liLenomenology (Derrida, for instance, in so far as his work is motivated by 

;pLenomenology and continues to work within the phenomenological epocM, as he 

himself has attested) has had to grapple with the complexity of the relationship 

between language and experience in ways that have frequently challenged many of 

Husserl's assumptions 

Husserl's phenomenology, as the direct successor to Brentano's descriptive 

M'cilology, also wants to pay the closest attention to our experience as it happens 

and in the manner in which it happens. Husserl very clearly articulates the 

phenomenological approach to consciousness in his Crisis of the EUTopean Sciences 

.-here he writes: 

"The firstthingwe must do, and first of all in immediate, reflective self-experience, 

is to take the conscious life, completely without prejudice, just as what it quite 

immediately gives itself, as itself, to be. Here, in immediate given ness, one finds 

anything bur colour data, tone data, and other "sense" data ... Instead, one 

finds, as even Descartes did (. .. ), the cogito, intentionality, in those familiar forms 

which, like everything actual in the surrounding world, find their expression in 

language: "I see a tree which is green; I hear the rustling of its leaves ... Here we 

find nothing other than "consciousness-of ... " - consciousness in the broadest 

sense, which is still to be investigated in its whole scopes and modes'."? 

Phenomenology seeks to apprehend our conscious lives in the manner in which 

9re: experience them, bur, for Husserl especially, we had to focus especially on the 

manner in which our conscious experiences (or cogitationes as Husserl, following 

Descartes. calls them) arise from some kind of central pole or ego. Husserl will 

Da'eT abandon Descartes' discovery of the transcendental ego and this led many 

of his immediate students (including Heidegger) to want to lead phenomenology 

-; E. Husserl The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology. An Introduction to 

_"" .. r~.~·iOold f'ftilasoph" trans. David Carr (Evanston: Northwestern U. P., 1970), § 68, p. 233. 
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in a different less egocentric direction (Of course Husserl hirn.sdt" ~~J ~/--'" 
different ways of approaching experience, including wa')-cs that empha..~~
intersubjective shared experience, but undoubtedly the Canesian "'Q,7"f ~ 
dominant especially in his published works. 

Possibly in part because of the suspected Cartesian ba~~age of H~ 
phenomenology, Husserl's Freiburg colleague and former assistant. ~ 
Heidegger (l889~ 1976), preferred to emphasise the methodological dimension ei 
phenomenology at the beginning of Being and Time (1927): 

"The expression 'phenomenology' signifies primarily a methodological ~ 
This expression does not characterize the what of the objects of philosophical 

research as subject-matter, but rather the how of that research. "3 

Heidegger wants to develop phenomenology as a neutral approach, not ex"p~ 
caught up with any particular metaphysical commitment. In fact, in that same section 

of Being and Time, Heidegger defines phenomenology as 'to let that which sho~'s ic.-dt 
be seen from itself in the very way in which it shows itself from itself.9 Note hO'W 

close this formulation is to the one found in the passage from Husserl's Crisis that'IA~ 
quoted earlier: 'to take the conscioUS life, completely without prejudice, just as what 

it quite immediately gives itself, as itself, to be'. In both Husserl and Heideo~er, then 
is an emphasis on something being made manifest, being revealed, being disclosed 

At the same time, there is a strong injunction not to tamper with this disclosure 0 

revelation but rather to allow it to manifest itself in its o".'n peculiar way. 
Heidegger emphasises that the making manifest of a phenomenon inv.:>h~ 

exhibiting it or demonstrating it directly. He goes on to comment that the pluas 

'descriptive phenomenology' is really tautological: 

"Here 'description' does not signify such a description as we find, let us sa 

in botanical morphology; the term rather has the sense of a prohibinon--d 

avoidance of characterizing anything with such demonstration. "'10 

Phenomenology, then, is supposed to call attention or exhibit the ~; 
which something reveals itself. Of course, this making obvious of sotrtething 

8 M. Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and ~"2td ~ 
Bhckwell, 1962), § 1, p. 50. 

~ Heidcggcr, Being and Time, § 7, p. 58. 
10 Hcidegger, Being and Time, § 7, p. 59. 



something reveals it<;elf is usually not obvious at all, but lies 

()'\--er. and obscured in some \vay. In the practice of phenomenology 

Heidegger, Gadamer and others, it quickly becomes evident that what 

and covers over is usually human practice and tradition itself. 

~"~ing to Husserl, in our everyday practices and routines, we are in a certain 

(he calls it 'the natural attitude') towards things and towards the world, 

';m::fsomehow this is a state of self-forgetfulness. The world presents itself as simply 

given, available to us. Disrupting the natural attitude and undermining its 

on us will be central to Husserl's practice of the phenomenological method. 

Heidegger, too, focuses on the manner in which history and tradition tend to cover 

up meanings and events and bathe them in the light of the everyday, such that 

their original meaning is forgotten. Speaking of the meaning of Being, for instance, 
Heidegger writes: 

"If the question of Being is to have its own history made transparent, then this 

hardened tradition must be loosened up, and the concealments which it has 
brought about must be dissolved."ll 

The task of describing experience faithfully is thus extremely difficult and has to 

orercome lots of obstacles, including the natural tendency of human beings to somehow 

~nonnalise' their experiences and bring them into some kind of 'everydayness'. 

Perhaps the French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty has articulated most dearly, 

how the practice of phenomenological seeing is meant to disrupt the everyday. In his 

Phenomenology of Perception (1945), he writes: 'true philosophy consists in relearning to 

look at the world'.12 Philosophy will shed light on the 'birth of being for us' (la genese de 

l'itre pournous)P Phenomenology aims at 'disclosure of the world' (reveuuion du monde); 
its task is 'to reveal the mystery of the world and of reason'.14 

Heidegger's introduction of hermeneutics into phenomenology was a way of 

neuoalising or at least exposing the operation of prejudice in Our understanding. 

,.Prejudices fOr him cannot be eliminated, but at least they can be made transparent, 

adc.nowledged, and our corresponding insights put in correlation with these prejudgments 

so that our understanding progressed in a 'circular' manner (the hermeneutic Circle), 

n Heidegger, Being and Time, § 6, p. 44. 

ll. Merbu-Ponty, Phenomenology of PercePtion, trans. C. Smith (London: Routledge & Kegan 
~19621.p-= 

::deau-Pont}., Phenomenology of PeTception, p. 154. 
'i,?",Mo 1 lUol[y~ l'frctomenology of PercePtion, pp. xx-xxi. 
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going backwards and fOtw"ards betvv'een what is understcxxl and me: ~a~ 
understood. Brentano, as we have seen, was content to give a more or b ~." 
description of phenomena and he seemed somewhat unaware that he ... ~ ~ 

in assumptions from prevailing science and philosophy. Hu.sserl ~'U.. 

that our usual, practical stance towards our experiential life inevitably k:d ro 

of systematic distortion. To purify our descriptive access to the phenomenon. 

too recognised, required some kind of sustained additional effort. Husserl~« 

performing a 'suspension' or 'bracketing' (he borrows the technical tenn epochi fro.mtbe 
Greek Sceptics) in order to exclude assumptions from philosophy and orner di..<:.\..~ 

Among Husserl's concerns was the baneful influence of naturalistic ~~ (lQ 

our description of psychic or more broadly conscious or 'lived' experiences. Tnus,. b
instance, concerning the description of consciousness, it is important not to think ~ 

first and fOremost have 'visual sensations' or that our nerves receive 'stimuli'. and so 

on (standard ways of describing experience found in philosophy and psycholog'; sinoe 

Locke). These descriptions are actually not faithful deSCriptions of experience ratherthey 

involve reference to putative theoretical entities ('sense data', 'qualia' and so on). first 

and foremost, I see a }1owering apple tree in the garden; 1 certainly don't see sense clara.. 
Phenomenology, then, has to be loyal to the way our experiences are actually given to lJS, 

(we shall come back to the problem of the right kind of languag:e for describing them).. 

Phenomenology aims to recuperate our responses to experience and in particular to 

resist reductionist efforts to displace the richness of experience with a narrower, u..~ 

more naturalistic account of experience. There is, for instance, much talk in popu1;r 
science, and even in the hard sciences, about 'the brain' being 'hardwired' for beliefin 
God or for belieVing in magic connections betvv'een things, and so on. Clearly, this kind. 
of talk is hopele..'lSly confused (saying that our brains are disposed to believe in a certain 

way is no different than earlier talk that belief in God is in our 'hearts'). Of ~ 
it does not require phenomenology to diagnose that confusion. But phenom~ 

can at least begin to operate the kind of epochi that is required in order to be abie>1O 

locate the specific phenomenon that is at issue and to leave to one side the ~, 

of culrural and scientific ideas one has about it. But there is far more to the ~aJl:i 
reduction than simply the matter of excluding judgements drawn from our i"* '()% 
scientific or cultural assumptions. 

In his posthumously published Idea of Phenomenology (1907)15 lect:u.:R$i:I:Ii 

introduces what he calls the epoche and the phenomenological reductionul. 

IS E. Husserl, The Idea of Phenomenology, trans. Lee Hanly. H~ 
(Dordrccht: Kluwer, 1999). 
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the prejudices of the natural attitude to obtain a new, strictly philosophical, attitude 

that disregards existence and focuses on cognition with a new sense of immanence 

and transcendence. The epoche suspends all commitment to what Husserl (not very 

helpfully) calls 'transcendence'~ that is: it suspends commitment to whatever belongs 

outside' the mental process or conscious experience itself. Even more radically, the 

'transcendental epoche'. as Hussed c:ame: to refer to it more generally, suspends all 

judgements that assume theel_1M .. of-the...-orld.. that are involved in the 'general 

thesis' of the existence ofthe,~'Goin[rfar bqund Brentano, Husserl wants to 

suspend aU assumptioos, ~ •• w "Iring~ the world as it is there before us, and 

so OlL This suspeosioo:oiili g g nv prof,our acruality assumptions is far more 

diffiruluo .. , , .Jisl,indo..........I _..Ie,we acrep< on bee value that things 

are there *-' ~'ascsiaiPf';gi'lien.;:-&at_in scientific practice~ the researcher accepts 

the subjea-'maIIEr,of iScieooe :3S'gften: the mathematician sees prime numbers as 

~simpIy,thcIe~"lD_,be,dis""")""lt:d... Now~ ~, a complete change of regard must 

.m,~ 
Pbt::oomenoIogr is 1lO'iV focused on <immanence', that is, whatever is discovered 

as: belonging to'the experience itself, with all external admixtures, suppositions, 

etc..,. -exduded.. For instance, to make a comparison that Husserl himself endorses, 

vthen addressing an art work, the phenomenologist brackets issues such as the 

economic value of the work, discussion of its provenance, and so on. What matters 

in phenomenological viewing is what the work means, how it presents itself to me 

as viewer. In that sense, one can speak of phenomenology as being interested in 

the experience of meaning. But of course, attending to the manner in which the art 

work comes to mean does not mean neglecting its material features (if such features 

are relevant to the meaning). In the case of a novel then its aesthetic significance 

probably is not altered by the fact that the copy of the book in question is new or 

second-hand, hardback or paperback and so on. But this is because the manner in 

which a novel communicates its meaning or significance is quite different from that 

of a painting. In the case of a painting, its mode of meaning does often involve the 

quality, length and thickness of the brush strokes, the roughness of the material, and 

so on. So, one must be careful when insisting that the phenomenologist attends to 

the meaning, not to assume that we know exactly what we mean by 'meaning' and 

in operating the exclusions of the phenomenological reduction we must be careful 

not to allow certain prejudices to operate (e.g. concerning the status of the physical 

in regard to meaning, and so on). 

In his mature work, Husserl realised that the modern exact sciences which 

bad been enonnously powerful in giving us control over the world, in one sense 

act2d as a \lo'3.y of occluding our experience as we have it from our own uniquely 

pt"" .. ,,,,1CioClt 

human perspective. More recently, philosophers (e.g. Tom Nagel) bM:::!i 
contrast between the third-person objectivist approach of modem ~ 
first-person experience. According to Husserl, the study of first-persoR'\. 

experiences has not been taken seriously by modern science 

fact, the realm of the subjective has been cut off and relegated to the 
'secondary' properties, whereas the genuinely objective sciences were ~ 
study only 'primaty' properties that could be measured and quantified. ~; 
could study the volume, density, velocity, or displacement of an object, but~' 
not really determine objectively if it tasted sweet, or was a particular colour, or idt: 
smooth. These latter properties were considered 'secondary', or, as Husserl ~ 
them, 'subjective-relative'. Of course, science has progressed precisely because of 
this exclusion of the subjective relative. Since Descartes and indeed Robert ~ 
there has been an inculcated scientific suspicion of secondary qualities. They are 

unreliable indicators of the actual properties inherent in things. Even though the 
earth appears to be still and the sun moving, it is in fact the other way around,. as. 

Galileo demonstrated. The sun is not really the same size as the moon although it 

appears to be about the same size. 
This distrust of what Husserl calls 'subjective-relative' properties has become 

so dominant that there is no place left for the subjective. Subjective experience 

is the sine qua non for having the sense of an objective world in the first place. 

Trained as a mathematician, Husserl's central concern was to understand the nature 

of science, and especially the mathematical, physical sciences, and how it is that 
these mathematical sciences gives us insight into the nature of the objective ",-urld 
and how they have transformed out understanding of the 'pre-scientific '\\>urld' '1ft: 

normally inhabit in our everyday lives. He particularly disturbed by the crisis that he 
diagnosed in the mathematical sciences (including logic) at the end of the nineteenth 

century. On the one hand, there was rampant progress in the empirical~ ~: 
sciences, but, on the other hand, there were theoretical crises in the fou~" 
of mathematics and, especially in physics. This pointed to a new phenomenoo.:'i~ 
lack of inquiry into the basic sense of the scientific accomplishment~ a lack of seilii~l 
knowledge about the meaning of the breakthrough of modern science.. In 

view, the quantitative sciences have not actually made the world more it! 

rather they had simply rendered it more useful.
16 

For Husserl, theconceptof!l¢i 

\6 Edmund Hussed, Ideas Pertaining to a Pu.re Phenomenology and to a ~ 
Second Book, trans. R. Rojccwic:z and A. Schuwer, Collected Works III ~ 
p.82. 



in a certain indissociable relationship with objectivity (Hua VIII 

Pb.enomenology in part aims to restore genuine science and to overcome the 

of the sciences by overcoming the subjective-objective divide that has been 

k;~ to the scientific attitude since the seventeenth century. As Husserl will 

-:,,<~ World, world-experience, world-science appear to stand in an inner, even 

"i-_imepa:rable connection' (Hua VIII 322). The very notion of 'world' as the horizonal 

haddrop of all entities including humans is something that science itself has not 

explored but instead has presumed or taken for granted (along with the notions of 

"pa5£. 'future' and so on). Husserl then wants phenomenology to explore the sense 
of ",urldhood that is presupposed by the sciences. 

Husserl's point is one he often terms 'transcendental', namely, that there is 

no such thing as pure objectivity which somehow stands on its own, available to 

some kind of 'God's eye perspective'. There is not simply 'reality' out there. 'Nature' 

as talked about by the natural sciences is actually a very particular construction 

produced by a cerrain way of regarding the given. Phenomenology rejects traditional 

approaches to reality which might be conveniently categorized under the term 

'metaphysical realism'. Meraphysical realism is the view that there is an objective 

'Q.urld out there, independent of us. Rather, Husserl wants us to think of whatever 

is objective as correlated with a set of subjective activities. Whatever is objective is 

related to a set of subjective processes or attitudes or perspectives. The true nature 

of experience is a product of the subjecrive-objecti<t,'e correlation or what Husser! often 

refers to as 'the noetic-noematic correlation'. By 'noetic' he means everything on the 

subjective side of experience and by the 'noematic' he means whatever is construed 

as on the objective side of experience. Husserl believes, furthermore, that there is 

an a priori correlation between the noetic and the noematic. In other words, it is 

not simply an accidental fact that a certain approach gives rise to an object being 

presented in a certain way, rather there is an a priori set of rules governing the 

possibility of such appearance. This is what Husserl is striving to identify _ the a 
priori structures governing the given as given. 

It is for Husserl an obvious fact that a religious object of veneration (say a relic) 

can only be seen as such from the standpoint of the religious attitude of a believer 

Within the outlook of that religion. The lesson the phenomenologist wants to draw is 

thatthe narure of the objective world and the categories of objects we encounter has 

be understood not simply in a metaphysical realist manner as simply 'there', but 

as the outcome of certain complicated transactions with human attitudes, or 

~:_with \\1tatwe might refer to as the subjective domain. Husserl and his fellow 

t!~"X-- ncKogists spoke of this new way of thinking about the noetic-noematic 
~ as~ming the subjective-objective divide. 

Phe~~~ 

Overcoming metaphysical realism also invoke$ (w~n..---o.-:ning

approach which is dominant in the sciences (and also in much CUrren:!: ~ 

Modern natural science developed by focusing in particular on the ~~ 
since it could be measured using quantitative methods. The domain of the~ 
on the other hand could be accessed directly by our own consciousness bet«-~f:i 
not available for objective analysis. In consequence, science focused on the ~ ~;:j 
domain to the exclusion of the 'merely subjective'. In his magisterial work The 

of European Sciences Husserl analyses the consequences of this sharp divide ~ 

the objective and the subjective. Husserl shows how the original spirit of ~ 
science as exemplified by Galileo was driven to accept its own meth~ 
orientation as the objective third-person neutral way of viewing the world_ H~ 
on the other hand, wants to show that this so-called 'objectivist' approach of science 

is actually a one-sided abstraction from our usual, everyday engagement \\ith the 
world. In our pre-scientific experience, the world is always available as on hand.. 
given, inexhaustible and unsurpassable, as the context of all our actions. HtJSSe:If$ 

name for this prescientific world is the 'life-world' (Lebenswdt). In the Crisis Husser! 

seeks to explore the subjective conditions of this 'pre-given' world, which founds:. 

and gives rise to objective science. 
For Husserl, modernity took an essentially new direction beyond the medie\....! 

and ancient world by conceiving of the fragments of the Greek sciences (e.g. Euclidian 

geometry) in a distinctly new way -grasping their essential universality and infinity.1he 

dawn of modernity came with the discovery of infinity in mathematics. A nC\\' ide;d 

of a rational, aU-inclusive science emerged: the "completely new idea of ma~ 
natura~ science _ Galilean science" (Crisis, § 8, pp. 22-23). \Xlhile the ancient Greeks 
had already idealised numbers and, with Euclid, already had developed the notioo 

of a complete, formalised, axiomatic deductive system, still Aristotelian syUogistic 

logic and Euclidian geometry was essentially finite: Euclidean geometry ... kn<::AA-"Soni.-r 

finite tasks, a finitely closed a priori (Crisis, p. 21). On the other hand, ideal space hoa.s 
promise on infinite, self-enclosed, systematic theory. What is new is the idea of-an. 

infinite rational domain capable of being explored a priori by an infinite science-

Husserl goes on to contrast the kind of limited truth available in the P~;'; 
world with the 'unconditioned truth' sought by the scientist (Crisis, p. 278; Hua VllJ 

The truth of science is ideal; it represents a limit, a goal against which e\-ery 

scientific finding is merely relative. Furthermore, scientific truth is u~_~ 
accessible to all ('for everyone', fur jedermann), and, Husser! emphasi.~ 

is no longet everyone in the finite sense of prescientific life'_ 

In that sense, science lifts us above the life-world and bringi. 

with the ideal, the identical, the self-same. Art can at best: b-rin:g _~ ___ ~ 



production of similar products. In other words, art cannot function as 

libatiug: fOrce in the way in which selheflective science can. Notice how the 

here is rather close to the description of the spheres of labour and work 

Arendt's Human Condition. However, where, for Arendt, it is action that 

humans out of the cycle of nature whereby labourers are tied to their labour, 

3nd goes beyond the production of artefacts which take on an existence apart from 

the maker, the sphere of action is liberating. For Husserl, it is not political action 

that: is liberating but the life of scientific communality in the carrying out of infinite 

tasks. Non-scientific cultures have not yet disclosed to themselves the possibility of 

this horizon of infinite tasks, rather everything of this non-scientific life unfolds 

v.""ithin the horizon of a finite Umwelt. 

Although the focus on the life-world is new and striking in the Crisis, at the 

same time, Husserl has by no means abandoned framework of transcendental 

phenomenology or the application of the epochi or even the 'Cartesian way' into 

transcendental phenomenology. Rather, Husserl is exploring the life-world and its 

relation to the world of science in order to show a new way into transcendental 

phenomenology. What is new is the special focus on tradition and history, whereas 

Husserl usually acted with an explicit renunciation of tradition. Ideas I, for instance, 

speaks of epochi as rigorous 'exclusion' (Ausschaltung) and an 'abstention' (Enthafrung) 

from employing the methods or propositions of the philosophical tradition.!' 

Husserl's research writings in phenomenology went in many directions at once. 

He was always carrying out and recording phenomenological observations (chiefly 

about out mental processes such as perception, memory, imagination, judgement, 

reasoning, our sense of time, our experience of embodied action, and so on) and at 

the same time he was trying to establish the theoretical credentials of phenomenology 

as a strict science. He had plans for his many pupils to carryon and develop his work 

in the manner in which scientific researchers collaborate together. But his plans 

were frustrated as his students developed their own research plans and research 

methodologies. Husserl pinned his hopes on his bright assistant Martin Heidegger 

but Heidegger had plans of his own. 

There is no doubt by Martin Heidegger's Being and Time (1927) is regarded as 

one of the most creative and original works of philosophy of the twentieth century. 

Central to Heidegger's achievement in this work is his radical way of approaching 

human existence, which both makes the nature of human existence unfamiliar 

);l E H~ lderu Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological PhilosOlJhy, First 

tr.am.. E Kersten (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1983), § 31, pp. 59-60. 
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and startling (described in entirely novel terms) and at: the sa...'T.le ~ 
human being's inescapable hunger for familiarity, its anchoring in the 

the everyday, its self-recognition in terms of the quotidian. 
Part of Heidegger's originality lies in the way that he emphasises the ~~ 

of human existence. It is not just that all humans live in history and h3\~ 
but that their orientation to existence is such as to be intrinsically 

Being historical is an a priori condition of being human. Human e.xL<;teOCe ~" 
has to be understood in terms of its overall temporal dimensions instead of~ 
approached as a ready-made object. According to Heidegger, traditional phi~ 
since the Greeks has taken the nature of human existence more or less for gca~, 
Human beings have been understood since the time of Plato and Ari..~ode 3$ 

'rational animals' and so have been treated naturalistically as just one more kind 
of animal that populates the planet. Alternatively, the religious traditions of the 

West, specifically Judaism and Christianity, have treated human beings as being 

somehow images of the divine nature and have sought to interpret human existence 

against the backdrop of the assumed eternal, unchanging existence of the divinit'f~ 
in contrast with which human life is regarded as fleeting and inconsequential. a 

'vale of tears'. Influenced by the idiosyncratic writings of the Christian existentiali..c;t 

Seren Kierkegaard, Heidegger wants to revisit human existence and examine it in 

its concreteness and its embeddedness in its everyday routines rather in terms of 
superimposed idealised images of what human nature should be like. 

As Heidegger immediately acknowledges, describing human existence accuratd): 

and in an unprejudiced manner presents particular difficulties. First of all, tht: 

traditional metaphysical categories of western philosophy (from Aristotle to Kant] 

have been the categories that applied primarily to physical objects of a certain si::<f 

and shape, to things that simply occurred in the world. Human existence, on dw 
other hand, needs to be picked out uniquely, hence Heidegger wants to replace tall 
of human 'nature' or human 'life' with the simple term 'existence' (Dasein) an( 

this Dasein has to be described according to its own peculiar existential ~ 
which Heidegger calls 'existentialia'. Human existence, for instance, does not~ 
endure through time but has a particularly intimate relation with tem}Xlralitf .. Th 
essence of human existence is, as Heidegger puts it, its 'to-be'. 

Humans are engaged in projects that cast them forward into the funm:',.)1Ii 

at the same time their sense of personal and social identity is bound up. '1Iri!ii~ 
sense of what has been, a sense of the past. Human beings are essenl 
Human existence also has a tendency to seek the familiar and the 

Hcidegger calls the everyday. Indeed, in its everyday routines. hum;az 

from their authentic ownness of personhood to a kind of ~,~ 



~'We all tend to do as one does, one simply lets oneself go along with the flow 

In a crowd, commuting on a train or bus, joining a queue, and in most 

public activities, we are acting not uniquely and with genuine individuality 

-"hit-rather we are in the realm of the anonymous one, which Heidegger calls das 

Ofcourse, we arc not always able to keep this anonymous public levelled-down 

~ity. There are times when we are forced to come to terms with out own unique 

seh'eS. The recognition of the possibility of my own death is an anxiety-provoking 

existential experience that for Heidegger demands an individual personalised 

response. Anxiety, then, for Heidegger, has a very powerful meaning for human 

beings_ Overall, Heidegger believes that traditional philosophy (including Husserl's 

O\J.-ll phenomenology) had not paid sufficient attention to the structures peculiar to 

human existence with its temporality, historicality and finitude. Indeed, Heidegger 

believes that Husserlian phenomenology had been too caught up in the philosophy 

of consciousness to really interrogate deeply the manner in which human beings live 

through their lives. Heidegger does not even refer to the concept of 'consciousness' 

in Being and Time and he is critical of the Cartesian legacy that did not interrogate 

the being of the 'sum' or '1 am' that is invoked in the Cartesian phrase cogito ergo sum. 

Heidegger's new approach to human existence has to recognise its temporal context 

and therefore cannot be a simply descriptive neutral approach. The very historicality 

and cultural embeddedness of human existence call for an approach that is sensitive 

to cultural and historical context. In order to make phenomenology more attuned 

to the historicality of Dasein, Heidegger proposes to draw on a discipline that was 

already well established in nineteenth-century German Protestant theology, namely, 

hermeneutics or the 'art of interpretation', which Heidegger had discovered already in 

his days as a theology student but which was brought to life for him in reading the 
works of Wilhelm Dilthey. 

But it is not just that we need to be attuned to historical and cultural specificities 

in order to understand human existence, it is also that human existence is not 

something that simply 'occurs', is 'present-at-hand', is simply 'there'. Rather human 

existence is distinguished by the fact that individuals care about their lives; our 

existence matters to us. Iv, John Hoagland once said about computers, 'the problem 

with artificial intelligence is that computers don't give a damn'.ls In contrast, for 

Dasein, my existence literally is what matters to me. I am involved with my world in 

such an intimately entangled way, that my vety existence involves what Heidegger 

calls <being-in-the-world'. Moreover, going further than Husserl, Heidegger identifies 

!3J. Hcogbnd, 'Understanding Narural Language,' Journal of Philosophy 76 (1979), pp. 619-32. 
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mood as the way in which the world is disclosed to me. 1 am a~7!"S in;£ ~)~ 
indeed I always simply find or discover myself in a mood. I might ..... ~ u:P .:1 
certain mood and the whole world will appear to me in a certain light.. ~ 
for Heidegger, then have significance far beyond that of being interior ~ 
They are world-disclosing. Indeed, even the everyday absence of an explicit tDIlJ(il 

(of anger, sadness, or whatever) is not really the absence of a mood, but rathtt dl 

presence of a very subtle everyday, average kind of mood. 
Heidegger is very astute in recognising that human beings are caught up in d 

world in a very deep and profound way. In part here, onc can identify the influen.; 

of St. Augustine and the Christian religiOUS tradition that identifies in humans 

certain desire for the world that leads to a kind of 'falling-for' the world, or heiI 

seduced or sucked in by it. Augustine sees this as a kind of concupiscence and aL<:;(J 

producing a kind of curiosity about the world rather than a genuine engagement \l.i· 

it. Heidegger, of course, docs not want to engage in a moral evaluation of this kiI 

of tendency in human beings. Viewed with the cool eye of the phenomenologi 

Heidegger sees this 'falling' tendency as an inevitable and inescapable essent 

feature of human existence. Of course, there is also, a pull in the other directic 

a desire to gain control over one's life, to be authentic and genuine and not 

scattered into the anonymous realm of the public. 
Heidegger greatly deepened the way phenomenology approached hum 

experience. Furthermore, he saw Husserl as too intellectualist and cognitivi 

interested primarily in the achievement of human rationality and cognition 1 

not fully mapping the ordinary forms of engagement of everyday Dasein. Hejdegj 

himself, however, and especially his analyses in Being and Time soon came in 

criticism also. Although Heideggertalks in very great depth about human being-in-t 

world, he rarely refers to central aspects of human existence that involve embodirru 

for instance, human sexuality or even bodily needs, as well as issues connected Vi 

our personal relations with other (Heidegger says nothing about love, for instan 

although he does talk of care). As Heidegger's student Levinas put it: 'Heid~ 
Dasein is never hungry'. Post-Heideggerian phenomenology, particularly in 

cases of Levinas and Merleau-Ponty, on the contrary, begin from the mysterie 
human embodiment (or even 'incarnation' as Merleau-Ponty calls it) and a.l.so! 

experience of others. Levinas identifies a kind of immeasurable, even infini~ di 
that drives human existence and goes far beyond the satisfaction of nee.1s..,,1 
strong sense, humans have unquenchable and unsatisfiable desire, as the poctP' 

a man's reach must exceed his grasp, or what is a heaven for'. Levi.nas is.alsoqill 

of the western philosophical tradition for its pursuit of knO'A1edge .:ti .. :.~ 
domination over being, a will-to-power. This approach has al1A-Cl)'S w.iu, J .]' 



i3ipUieuce of recognition and respect and indeed the duty we owe to others. Levinas 

the non-philosophical term 'face' to capture the uniqueness of our experience 

":J>tbe <:Idler. The face is something unique, irreplaceable, supremely individual 

expressive, and yet also vulnerable and, in a way, naked: The face presents the 

-:tither in a very special way: "The face resists possession, resists my powers". My 

&ce.to-.face relation with others is the centre of Levinas' phenomenology. Levinas is 

trying to express phenomenologically the intimate, personally-engaged space which 

makes possible the intersubjective human encounter, leaving aside data from the 

positive sciences {including politics, sociology, etc.}. For Levinas, seeking to rectify 

the .. vestern tradition, focusing on the experience of the other is the primary way of 

accessing our deepest experience as human beings. The face of the other awakens a 

responsibility in me and from that point of view there is a kind of asymmetry in my 

obligation to the other person. From my perspective, I am more responsible than 

the other person. I can personally experience my own responsibility. Nevertheless, 

despite his criticism of the western philosophical tradition, and despite his expressed 

with to leave behind the 'climate', as he put it, of Heidegger's philosophy, Levinas 

has always presented himself as a disciple of Husserl and following in his tradition 

of phenomenology. 

One area where phenomenology has been very important in recent years has been 

in the emerging discipline of cognitive science and in the science of consciousness 

generally. After years of proposing Artificial Intelligence programmes, cognitive 

scientists have begun to recognize that they need accurate and careful descriptions of 

the precise manner in which human cognitive systems function and are related to one 

another. For instance, computers have been considered to have 'memory' and there 

are various programmes for rational calculation, and increasingly for performing 

perceptual and motor tasks. But the whole system of human consciousness {and by 

extension, animal consciousness and indeed any consciousness whatever} needs to be 

mapped in terms of its necessary structural interconnections. The relation between 

memory and fantasy, for instance, has been recognised by all philosophers since 

Aristotle, but the precise structures of their interconnection have not really been 

described in detail and are required for a proper cognitive science understanding of 

these functions, prior to attempts to artificially re--construct and model them. 

Clearly, phenomenology has continued to develop and expand its conception 

~ ,the human. There are many new insights into the human condition being 

ac,d;oped by phenomenologists all the time. However, I do think, returning now 

purdy philosophical perspective, that there has not been much progress in 

iie}~ of the phenomenological method itself. Husser! spent enormous 

\'~',' ",',c(intdlectual energy on the theory of phenomenology, and subsequently 

Phenomenology. Otga,,:Gi::GM, _"W1i fa' 

Heiciegger, Sartre and Mer!eau~Ponty added to that theorising. 
that phenomenology is seen to be a relatively rich and varied bag of i~ bail 

nature of a methodology that would systematically examine them seems 
It has become clearer, after the critique of Derrida and others, that phe~ 
docs have central theoretical difficulties. I think it is time to revision the d~"'" 
of phenomenology to secure its place within the human sciences. I am not 9Se 

it can maintain the status Husserl accorded to it to be 'first philosophy' but me 
valuable contribution of phenomenology in the recuperation of human experienc:e 

must not be left behind as the human sciences advance. 


